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About This Game

Dream Car Builder is a game where you can design your own car and race it. Designing the perfect frame and steering system
is no simple matter. If you are interested, and are up for the challenge, this game is for you!

Key Features

Car editor: Build your own cars.

Single player: Race on procedurally generated tracks.

Sandbox: Build cars without limitations.

100% realistic soft body physics:
Slow down the time. Build deformable cars.

User-generated content:
Create and share your vehicles, tracks and maps.

Attention: You can compete with your friends, see their cars, create tracks and setup conditions for each race. But you cannot
collide with the other players' cars. This is not a realtime multi-player game!
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Title: Dream Car Builder
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
RoKo0 (Roman Konyukhov)
Publisher:
RoKo0 (Roman Konyukhov)
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 720m, 1280 x 768

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian,Polish,Turkish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,German,Italian,Japanese,French
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Dream Car Builder Full Release:

Today Dream Car Builder moves from early access into a full release. All the things that we promised in the Early Access Game
Introduction are now implemented in the game.
The game got 81 updates during these 2 years.
50% of the features were requested by players. Your input suggestions and feedback has been invaluable to us. Thank you guys,
you made this game!

The short list:

New parts and settings:
- Point settings
- Sliders
- Tank steering
- Angle locks
- Spoilers (Panels with aerodynamics)
- Jets
- The new part "Decoration" allows to import 3D objects from .obj files
- 3 types of tires: Universal, Slick, Offroad
- Transmission
- Manual gearbox with the ability to change gear ratios (new engine settings)

New ingame maps:
- Airport
- Canyon
- Canyon 2
- Crash Test Site
- Desert
- Desert 2
- Highlands
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- Monticello raceway
- Mountain
- Racing field
- Salt Flats

Controls:
- Controller support
- Ability to assign keyboard buttons for all actions of the race mode.

Gameplay:
- Physics engine has been significantly improved.
- Free camera mode
- The possibility to make custom circular tracks
- The ability to change the width of checkpoints
- The ability to make custom tracks wich are over the ground (on platforms)

User interface:
- The editor user interface is improved
- Groups of parts window in the editor
- Competitions UI improvements
- New ingame tutorial
- 9 new languages: German, Portuguese-Brazil, French, Chinese, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Turkish, Japanese.

Graphics and sounds:
- Soft wheels graphics
- Dust, sparks, skidmarks, new sound effects
- Particles and sounds now slow when you slow down the time.

The full list of updates:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/488550/discussions/0/350542683198384629. Update 25.2017.10.23.3 ea:
- Ability to disable the shock's spring or the shocks damper
- Metal parts now shine more
. Update 33.2018.05.21.2 ea:
v33.2018.05.21.2 ea
- "Monticello Raceway" and "Racing Field" maps have been updated.
- Bug fixes
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The old competitions are available here:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1390076130
. Update v25.2017.11.14.0 ea:
- Now symmetric parts also add to a group. Use "L" or "R" toggles in the groups window to select only the left or the right side
- Actions A-Z are now obsolete, use Custom Action 1, ... , Custom Action 10
- "Sound of the wind" checkbox in the sounds settings. The windy sound is now depends on the sound effects volume setting
. Update v25.2017.10.09.0 ea:
- Ability to load a background image in the editor's menu
- The "Assign your own lift coefficient" toggle of panels. The realtime multiplayer (Beta) is now available in Dream Car
Builder!:
The realtime multiplayer is now available in Dream Car Builder!

How to set up a Dream Car Builder Dedicated Server:
You can download the "DCB Server" tool either through the Steam tool section, or SteamCMD if you would like to avoid
signing into steam entirely!

Option 1.
1. In the Library tab select Tools. Locate "DCB Server" and install it.
The installation folder: Library -> Tools -> Locate "DCB Server" and right click on it -> Properties -> Local files -> Browse
local files...

Option 2.
1. Make a folder somewhere you will remember, and call it SteamCMD
2. Download the zip from here: https://steamcdn-a.akamaihd.net/client/installer/steamcmd.zip
3. Extract steamcmd.zip into the SteamCMD folder
4. Start "steamcmd.exe" then type this after: 
+login anonymous +force_install_dir c:\DCBServer +app_update 1010510 validate +quit. Update 25.2017.11.17.0 ea:
- Use G to show/hide the groups window
- Hold Space to make the segments unselectable to make it easier to select panels.
- New point settings type "Camera"
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- Bug fixes
. Concave 3d models are now available for new maps:
https://youtu.be/aKpQgXe3IH0
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